
Approve Shifts



Approve Shifts
Approve Shifts allows you to approve employee

hours worked on a daily basis, rather than
approving an entire timesheet at the end of the

week, making it easier to remember hours worked.
 

The shifts are pulled through from the roster,
submitted shifts by employees (if using Submit
Shifts), and updated with clock/in out times (if

using the Clock App). 
 

Approving shifts adds to a timesheet behind the
scenes so, at the end of the working week, the
timesheet is approved and ready for payroll.

 
.
 
 
 



Approve Shifts Workflow
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Navigation
Approve Shifts is located in Time & Attendance, Approve Shifts.
 
 



Filters
from a specific date
employee
operation
roster
shift type
shift status

Shifts can be filtered to show results:

 
If you leave any of these blank, it will show all results. Click Apply Filter after applying your filters.
 
There is also a toggle to 'Hide Rosters without shifts'.



Daily Shift Status & Filters
The task completion tracker (dials) show your daily shift approval progress in a week. 
 
The dials are colour coded to show Approved, Declined, On Leave, Unrostered or Unapproved shifts. Grey means no shifts were
rostered that day.

To filter shifts to manage for a specific day, select the day of the week by clicking on the relevant Dial.
 



Viewing Shifts Navigation



Shift Details
 Shifts are displayed according to roster, position worked, clock times (if recording), rostered times and final approved times which
will be used for payroll processing. Additional information you may need to review for the shift will appear in the Additional column.
 



Edit Shift Times or Details
1. Click the Edit icon next to the employees' shift.
2. Edit any details as required such as the roster or position the employee worked for the shift.
3. Click Save Changes.
 
 



Approve Shifts
To approve a single shift:
 
1. Click the Approve / green tick button to approve a shift. 
2. Shifts can also be pre-approved i.e. approved before the shift has taken place.
3. Shifts can also be edited after approval.
 
The user that approved the shift will also be tracked under the approved icon.



Approve Entire Day
Click Approve Shifts to approve all shifts for that specific roster that day. You will see a pop up confirming the number of shifts
being approved. Any shifts you have already edited, approved or declined will not be approved. 
 



Approve, Decline, Adjust End times in Bulk
1. Use the radio button on the far right to select
specific shifts or use Select All Shifts.
 
2. Click Approve Multiple, Decline Multiple or Adjust
End Times (end times can be increased/decreased in
minutes).
 
3. Review and click Approve Shifts,
 Decline Shifts or Adjust Shifts.
 



Approve Shifts and Archived People

 

Please Note- Once an employee is archived you will be able to see past shift and clocked times in Approved Shifts. However, this 
employee's row will be locked from editing preventing you from making any adjustments. 
 
 
 



Apply Leave
If the employee did not work, and leave needs to be
applied:
 
1. Click the Edit icon. 
 
2. Ciick the Leave section and add the Leave Type,
Reason, Hours of leave taken, and any Comments.
Click Add.
 
3. Click Save & Approve. 
 
 



Apply Leave
4. Review what you are approving prior to
accepting:
 
- Decline work hours
- Approve Leave hours
 
5. Click Accept Changes.
 
The shift will now turn purple meaning leave has
been applied for the enitre day.



Unassigned Shifts
You may have unassigned shifts to manage e.g. an employee clocked in that was called in last minute and wasn't on the roster.
These shifts will appear under Unassigned.
 
1. Click the Edit icon next to any shift to update details missing e.g. position worked, roster, and Approve Shift as needed. You can
also Decline using the red cross.
 



Create New Shift
You may need to create a new shift for
someone that wasn't on the roster and
didn't clock in.
 
1. Click on the Add button at the bottom of
the specific roster.
 
2. Enter all the shift details. 
 
3. Click Create Shift (to approve later) or
Save & Approve Shift.
 



Roster Summary Report
At any stage you can view a roster summary report that shows rostered times for each employee as well as clocked and approved
hours. It's a great final check to run before payroll.  
 
1. Go to Reports, Workforce, Roster Summary.
 



Roster Summary Report
2. Choose the date, and any other criteria to filter the report including Clock In/Out times, and Timesheet times (approved times from
Approve Shifts).
3. Click Generate. You can also export the report to CSV and PDF. 
 


